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Don't forget: Get the perfect Advent calendar now 
GEDORE red gets professionals and tool fans in the mood for Christmas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Remscheid, 27.10.2022 – There isn't much time left for choosing the right Advent calendar to set the mood for Christmas. So once again this 
year, GEDORE red is offering professionals and DIYers the perfect alternative to chocolate calendars and the rest: 42 individual items behind 24 
doors make up a practical socket wrench set with accessories that are only available in this combination in the new GEDORE red Advent 
calendar. The perfect gift to make any professional's or DIYer's heart beat faster during the run-up to Christmas. 

 
Together, the components in the Advent calendar make up a socket wrench set with a fine-toothed reversible ratchet, various 
different 6-edge socket inserts, bits, bit adaptors, a socket extension and additional precision screwdrivers in the customary 
GEDORE red quality. The individual items all have their permanent homes in the strong, compact black-and-red case with a solid 
metal lock, which is also hidden behind one of the doors. 

 
If the calendar is to be given away, the outer sleeve with information on the contents can easily be removed. The calendar is neutral on the 
back with a field for a message, so the contents remain a surprise until the very last door is opened. 

 
Further information at www.gedore.com. News, updates and stories about GEDORE red can also be found on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn. 

 
 

Further printable images are available to download here. 
 

About GEDORE red 
 

GEDORE is one of the world's leading partners for premium tools. The family company based in Remscheid in Germany has been manufacturing high-quality 
tools, special tools and tailor-made solutions for versatile, safe and professional use by industry and trade since 1919. GEDORE bundles the competencies of 
the entire group of companies in a strong brand that is known all over the world to stand for very special quality, innovation, performance, reliability and 
excellent service. 

 
Producing practical tools by concentrating on what is essential coupled with innovative ideas – this is what GEDORE red stands for. The comprehensive 
range of DIN-tested tools includes operating tools, workshop equipment, screwdrivers and torque wrenches, spanners, pliers, impact sockets sets and 
striking tools. Based on more than 100 years of experience combined with competence, passion and customer proximity, GEDORE offers the product line 
GEDORE red – tools with a high practical value for safe and efficient working. Whether for home or professional use, GEDORE supports the user with smart 
tool solutions. 
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